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Selene will take about an hour of your time. It is designed as
a single player online game. The game can be played by
Windows or Mac users with IE 7+, Firefox 3.0+, Safari 3+ or
Chrome 3+ browsers. You will also need sound (headset or
speakers), and Flash 10+ player, which you can download for
free. More detailed system requirements can be found on the
website at http://selene.cet.edu/?page=news&id=63
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Because this is a research study, you must promise to keep
the details of the Selene game and study a secret. You must
also promise NEVER to let anyone else use your access
code, username, or password.
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Once you complete the study, you can return to the Selene
website to play the game as often as you like. If you complete
the entire study, we’ll give you cool activities about the Moon
to do alone or share with friends and family. We have lots of
ideas for future games and for building an online virtual
community of Selene players who share ideas about the
game and the Moon. We hope you will join us. Log on to your
Selene website often to take advantage of new opportunities.
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To play, you must be at least 9 years old AND have your
parent/guardian’s permission to participate. You must be
sponsored by a Selene approved recruiter. Recruiters are
adults who will distribute a permission slip (technically called
an informed consent document) and speak with your parents
about the Selene research project.
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What better way to learn about the Moon than by playing an
online game and helping with an important research study
too? At the Center for Educational Technologies® we believe
games can prepare people with just the right knowledge to be
successful at learning. We conduct research to see if this is
true, and we could use your help. Our research project,
CyGaMEs, uses the Selene game to introduce concepts
about the Moon. We then track your gameplay to study how
the game helps you learn about the Moon and its geology.
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INTERESTED IN PLAYING THIS GaME?
All you need to do to get started is to tell your adult
recruiter you want to play and then ask your
parent/guardian to let your recruiter know you have
their permission. That’s it! Have fun playing Selene!
For more information visit:
http://cygames.cet.edu or
http://selene.cet.edu
or contact selene@cet.edu
or 304.243.2479
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